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A comprehensive, full-color handbook, packed with hundreds of photographs that showcase
the latest in beautiful, welcoming, and efficient kitchen design.150 Best New Kitchen Ideas
offers an in-depth look at exemplary new kitchen designs from today’s most renowned
architects and designers. Packed with 500 pages of gorgeous full-color photographs, it features
the most attractive, functional, and cost-effective kitchen designs from around the world. Here
are hundreds of ideas for lighting, floor, wall, and window treatments to create kitchens that are
attractive, inviting, and highly functional, as well as a wealth of notions for cabinetry,
countertops, sinks, and more.Covering a diversity of current trends, 150 Best New Kitchen
Ideas is an indispensable design and decorating resource filled with inspirational ideas for the
homeowner, designer, interior decorator, and architect.
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Audiovisual© SNAIDEROThe kitchen has always been a comfortable meeting space. Early
humans gathered around the communal fire to take refuge from the cold and consume their
cooked food, and this strong social sense of the kitchen has undoubtedly persevered until the
present day. Progressive changes in the human way of life, the evolution of the home and
increasing complexities in the way we prepare and process foods have, however, served to
transform the kitchen into a highly functional space, adapted to the individual needs of the
activities that take place within it. As a result, its design has always demonstrated
characteristics that are different from the other spaces within the home.However, with lifestyle
changes and the evolution of the home configuration to accommodate contemporary needs,
the disconnection between the kitchen and other living spaces is rapidly disappearing. The
kitchen is no longer considered a marginal space and is progressively integrated into the
overall design of a home. Nowadays it is a comfortable place for social gathering and has direct
contact with the other rooms in the house, providing a series of links and synergies.The
popularity of loft housing combined with an increase in open kitchens, with the ability to create
a feeling of spaciousness in the smallest of spaces, has led to the kitchen becoming a key
consideration in home design. By using new materials and finishes, and integrating new
technologies, the kitchen now shares its design and aesthetic with the rest of the home, in
particular the common living areas, maintaining its intrinsic characteristics and even exporting
them to the other rooms.KITCHENS© SNAIDEROIce GlossModel: BarriqueManufacturer:
ErnestomedaPhotography: © ErnestomedaThis elegant kitchen with its glossy lacquer and
glass finishes is one of the beautiful Barrique Ernestomeda design solutions. As is typical of
this model, the use of wood is not a concession to classicism, since when it is combined with
such sophisticated materials as the steel and lacquered surfaces, it creates a kitchen that
holds a subtle balance between elegance and high functionality.001Bottles in the Barrique
wine rack rest lightly on stakes that are inserted into the paneling.002Wall cabinets can be
configured in many different ways, housing a variety of objects in a comfortable and accessible
way.Open to the LifeModel: CERES I CORE-AManufacturer: LEICHTPhotography: © LEICHT
Küchen AGThe LEICHT Ceres l Core-A design is a clear example of how contemporary
kitchens have lost their traditional aesthetics in order to integrate better with the rest of the
home. Nowadays, kitchen furniture does not rely simply on doors and drawers as its main
components, but incorporates attractive shelves on which to display decorative elements that



are more commonly associated with a living room than a kitchen.003Variable angular elements
in mint-green hues add color and freshness.004The horizontal and vertical trims, produced in
the same material as the fascia, provide easy access to the cupboard contents.With the
kitchen becoming a place in a home where a family and friends can gather, good storage
solutions keep the room tidy, making the kitchen a pleasant room to be in.21562 PCHArchitect:
OTD Design & DevelopmentLocation: Malibu, CaliforniaPhotography: © OTD Design &
DevelopmentIf anything stands out in this home it is its privileged location, right on the
beachfront in the gorgeous enclave of Malibu in California. This spectacular location drives the
whole design of the house and, as you would expect, it also dictates the configuration of the
kitchen—it is open and oriented toward the spectacular wooden deck that sits right on the
sandy beach.005The island is the heart of the kitchen: size and finish are consistent with the
overall design.House on the BeachArchitect: BAK ArquitectosLocation: Mar Azul,
ArgentinaPhotography: © Guillerme MorelliBAK Architects specialize in building concrete
homes. The expressive quality of concrete combined with its resistance and impermeability
render any superficial finishes unnecessary. This means low building costs and no need for
future maintenance. Without a doubt, these are characteristics that adapt perfectly to the needs
of the kitchen.006The color and texture of the concrete framework and wooden boards have
both a forceful and imitative presence.007Canadian pine, which has been reclaimed from
packing crates, was used in the fabrication of the cabinets. The wood adds warmth when
combined with the concrete.Promenade HouseArchitect: FORM/Kouichi Kimura
ArchitectsLocation: Shiga, JapanPhotography: © Takumi Ota, © Kei NakajimThis Japanese
house is governed by its unique restrictions. At 2.7 meters (nearly 9 feet) wide by 27 meters
(88 feet) long, its dimensions create a rather peculiar home. The interior space is structured as
a long, narrow corridor, ensuring the owner is aware of the geometry of the site. As you would
expect, the kitchen adapts to these peculiar features with great subtlety.008There is no doubt
that an open kitchen is the ideal solution for small spaces: it increases spaciousness and light
and creates a connection with the living and dining rooms.The kitchen, which occupies a
central space in the layout, accentuates the linearity of the home, separating the living areas
from the private rooms.Industrial Style EvolutionModel: Code EvolutionManufacturer:
SnaideroPhotography: © SnaideroCode Evolution is a kitchen design that recalls a vintage
aesthetic, decidedly industrial with touches that will appeal particularly to fans of Nordic design.
The stylish Snaidero kitchen plays with different materials, linking, combining and personalizing
them with a high-quality, youthful, contemporary look that pays attention to the latest design
trends.009The hoods conjure up images of the glow of portside lighthouses and lend an
industrial feel to the design.010The tinted glass doors of the laundry room adjacent to the
kitchen enhance the suburban loft feel.Geometric Volumes CombinationModel:
ElleManufacturer: SnaideroPhotography: © SnaideroSnaidero’s Elle design proposes an
evolution of the kitchen space: a concept that comes from careful architectural study and
finishes up with different layout solutions, characterized by a series of specific innovative
components. This project is distinguished by its remarkable attention to detail, a project of
proportions and series of planes that re-create the kitchen with originality.011With the doors
overhanging the countertops, the door handles are more functional and easier to clean.
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vijayK, “Moden European Designs.. Very comprehensive and a wide range of designs to
choose from but mostly modern”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Nice book, but little old fashion. I like the book, you can find a Great
inspiration...The book is print 2011.. It’s not modern anymore...”

GENHEN, “Four Stars. There are good ideas to use as an inspiration”

Ileana George, “Four Stars. Nice illustrations”

Nancy Decker, “Absolute high comedy. As a book to try and understand anything about kitchen
design this has less than 0 stars. As a book to laugh your ass off while you see rich people
making just the dumbest decisions about how a kitchen should look hell yeah! 5 stars for
providing an incredibly entertaining 30 min of just marveling at the ridiculous.”
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The book by Manel Gutierrez has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 65 people have provided feedback.
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